Ukraine appeals to Hague on Russia’s crimes
Iran pushing Ukraine not to take action over downed plane

Ukraine taking over Chairmanship of OSCE Forum
for Security Cooperation from Turkey.

Iran pushing Ukraine not to take action over
downed plane.

Foreign chiefs of five states whose citizens were killed in UIA plane crash continue to push for complete, independent investigation.

Ukraine appeals to the Hague's International Criminal Court on Russia's crimes.

EU watchdog for disinformation debunks 8,000 cases in 6 years.

Limit, not ban: Ukraine treats Russian propaganda “like pornography”.

StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No. 280).

The danger of “cheap gas”
Defiant Moscow Patriarchate in Ukraine calls faithful to Easter services

The danger of “cheap gas”. The temporary dip in the price of natural gas on the European market is not a reason for Ukraine to stop expanding domestic extraction.

Elon Musk, Ulana Suprun, ventilators and an unknown guy. A true virtual drama has unfolded on the network that can become real.

Defiant Moscow Patriarchate in Ukraine calls faithful to church for Easter. This is sure to precipitate a COVID-19 outbreak in a country that has struggled to contain the spread of the disease with harsh quarantine measures.
The 20 for 14 prisoner exchange: stories of the returned
Top security official detained for alleged collaboration with Russia's FSB

Apr.20. Russian-led forces violate ceasefire in Donbas six times. One Ukrainian serviceman wounded.

Zelensky: Troops to be withdrawn from Donbas, we will bring people back to life, gain control over the border, then hold elections.

New threats in Donbas: what ideas is the Kremlin pushing forward at negotiations?

Kremlin employs Cossacks, Moscow Patriarchate in Ukraine against Kyiv.

130,000 Ukrainians come to church for Easter as Moscow Patriarchate ignores COVID-19 quarantine.

Russia re-deploys Radiological, Chemical and Biological Warfare units in occupied territories in connection with COVID-19.

Ukrainian army now fights not only Russian proxies in Donbas, but also spread of COVID.

Left: 6th anniversary of the death of Yuriy Popravka, tortured & executed by “DNR” militants
Right: Desperate plea to Zelensky from relatives of hostages once again forgotten

The 20 for 14 prisoner exchange: stories of the returned.

Stanislav Aseyev: “One of the people exchanged with me beat me and was involved in tortures”.

Relatives of Donbas captives appeal to President Zelensky (video)

Top Ukrainian security official detained for alleged collaboration with Russia's FSB.

OSCE observers come under fire near railway station in Yasynuvata.

Russian-made landmines prohibited by Ottawa Treaty found in Donbas.

Ukrainian kamikaze drone passes another testing stage (Video).

New instrument of Russian oppression: "Warning leaflets"
Movie dispelling myths of Donbas available online

No official tallies, but Russian separatist-held
Ukraine faces 'considerable' COVID-19 threat.
Movie dispelling myths of Donbas available online.

A thriving ruin. Despite many official pronouncements, industry in the liberated Donbas is in its death throes.

Russia claims to break up Ukrainian spy group in annexed Crimea.

Crimean Tatar jailed for 17 years for “planning to overthrow Russia” by practising his faith.

Potemkin anti-Covid19 measures to imprison pro-Ukraine activist whom Russia accuses of ‘treason’.

Death Sentence for their faith and civic activism in Russian-occupied Crimea?
New instrument of Russian oppression: "Warning leaflets".
Prisoner swap, Easter during a pandemic, Fires in Ukraine and more — uacrisis weekly update on Ukraine #15, 13-19 April.

Week's balance: "anti-crisis" budget, interest-free loans for small businesses, and $135 mln aid to fight coronavirus.

Ukraine’s COVID-hit budget will collapse without IMF loan.

Emergency budget: how Ukraine’s main financial document has changed.

MPs protract amendments to pass "anti-Kolomoisky" bank law.

Ukrainian opposition MP criticizes ruling party inaction on “legislative spamming” MPs.

Court orders PrivatBank to pay over $250 mln to Surkis family.

Quarantined. What “Coronavirus” laws were adopted by the Verkhovna Rada?

Olha Buslavets is Ukraine’s new Acting Energy Minister.

Whistleblower from Zelensky’s party slammed with five criminal proceedings.

Charges against Tetyana Chornovol play to Yanukovych and Russian lies about Maidan.

Suspected Maidan killer released, as notorious judge places activist & ex-MP under house arrest.

Chilling déjà vu in Ukraine as criminal charges brought against ex-President Poroshenko.

Roughly 19% of Ukraine’s COVID-19 infections are among medical workers.

Conflicting reports leave Orthodox leaders’ health in doubt on Easter’s eve.

Lockdown doubles unemployment rate in Ukraine.

World Bank allocates $135 mln to Ukraine for medical modernization, coronavirus countermeasures.

World’s largest plane delivers record medical cargo from China to Poland.

DTEK suspends operation of DTEK Pavlohradvuhillia from April 20.

Ukrainian startups tackling pandemic problems
Revival of Ukrainian space sector: A viable new prospect?

Ukrainian startup prints a device that doubles number of patients connected to a lung ventilator.

Ukrainian startup creates a neural network that detects people wearing masks in a crowd.

Ukrainian venture market: Invitation to international webinar.

How to manage a gaming center: success story of

Ukrainian startups tackling pandemic problems
Revival of Ukrainian space sector: A viable new prospect?
Ukrainian artist who creates accessories from old gadgets
Meet the people saving and caring for stray animals in Ukraine

Ukrainian artist who creates accessories from old gadgets.

Meet the people saving and caring for stray animals in Ukraine (story, video). There are about 50,000 stray animals on the streets of Ukraine. But the count was not done for all of Ukraine’s cities, so the number may be much higher.

Left: Lviv monuments #stayhome as covid quarantine continues in Ukraine
Right: stay at home and visit Kyiv Flower Exhibition. (Video, photos)

How to make your own Ukrainian pysanka Easter egg
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